CHAPTER 8
C

Addressing Concerns and Earning Commitment

LEARNING OUTCOMES

LEARNING OUTCOMES

• Explain why it is important to anticipate and
overcome buyer concerns and resistance
• Understand why prospects raise objections
• Describe the five major types of sales
resistance
• Explain how the LAARC method can be
used to overcome buyer resistance
• Describe the recommended approaches
for responding to buyer objections
• List and explain the earning commitment
techniques that secure commitment and
closing
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Why is it Important for a
Salesperson to Anticipate a
Buyer’s Concerns and
Objections?
1. By anticipating a buyer’s concerns and
objections, the salesperson is less likely
to be “derailed” when he or she hears
them.
2. Anticipating concerns and objections
gives the salesperson time to prepare
and develop an appropriate response
strategy.
3. The process of anticipating a buyer’s
concerns and objections may help the
salesperson learn more about his or her
market offer and customers.

Take out a piece of paper…
• List as many objections you have given or have heard during a sales presentation.
1. Too expensive
2.

3.
4.
5.

Categories of Objections
• The Brush-Off
• "Just send me some information."
• Competition
• "We already work with Competitor X."

• Procrastination
• "Call me back in a quarter."
• Budget
• "We don’t have budget for this."
• Getting in the Weeds
• "Does your product do X, Y, and Z?"
• Avoidance – They just don’t want to say No!
• “I’ll get back to you with a better time.”
• The Gatekeeper – They are not the decision maker
• “I’m just collecting information for by boss.”

Sales Resistance
Objections are statements, questions, or actions
by the prospect that indicate resistance or an
unwillingness to buy . . . at least not yet
• Buyer’s objections to a product or service during
a sales presentation
• Viewed as opportunities to sell
• Normal part of a sales conversation
• Salesperson will have to:
• Determine customer interest
• Measure the buyer’s understanding of the
problem

• Correct handling ensures customer acceptance

Without
sales
resistance,
there
wouldn't be
any need for
salespeople

The first person who reached the prospect would make
the sale

Serious negotiations seldom begin until the prospect's
objections surface
People will almost always raise objections, even if they
are totally sold on the product
The prospect may seek reassurance that the product will
perform as promised
The prospect may have been trained to raise objections
as a matter of buying technique or negotiation strategy
The prospect may lack the authority to buy but covers up
this fact by raising several smokescreen objections

Reasons for Objections
• A few prospects will raise objections merely to be an
irritant to salespeople or have fun seeing them work for
the order
• An objection may be an appeal by the prospect for
assistance in justifying a decision to buy
• Some prospects raise objections so that they can
bargain for a better deal.
• Irrespective of how low your price might be compared to
competition some prospects are obsessed about getting
an even lower price so that they can feel “victorious”

• Prospects may raise an objection because they have
a bias against the salesperson’s company or product
type or, in rare cases, simply dislike the salesperson

Look for signs..
• Signs of Interest
• Objections are often indirect ways for prospects to say
that they want to know more.
• One study found that salespeople had a 10 percent
higher success rate when buyers raised objections
than when they seemed to have none.

• Nonverbal Resistance
• When salespeople spot passive resistance such as
frowning, glancing at one’s watch, or playing with a
desk accessory, they must find some way to perk up
the presentation and get the prospect involved.

Exhibit

WHY PROSPECTS RAISE
OBJECTIONS
AND
STRATEGIES
FOR
DEALING
WITH THEM.
C
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Major Categories of Objections
No Need

Product or Service Objection
Company Objection
Price is Too High
Time/Delaying

Exhibit

C
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Planning for Objections

ONE OF THE BEST WAYS
TO MINIMIZE OBJECTIONS
IS TO LEARN WHAT THE
PROSPECT’S OBJECTIONS
ARE BEFORE YOU BEGIN
THE SALES PRESENTATION

IN PLANNING FOR BUYER
RESISTANCE OR
OBJECTIONS, YOU
SHOULD KEEP A RUNNING
FILE OF THE MOST TYPICAL
OBJECTIONS:

DEVELOP A MASTER LIST
OF PROSPECT
OBJECTIONS AND
CLASSIFY THEM
ACCORDING TO TYPE,
SUCH AS PRODUCT,
PRICE, DELIVERY,
INSTALLATION, SERVICE,
AND COMPANY.

INCLUDE SUCCESSFUL
AND UNSUCCESSFUL
WAYS OF DEALING WITH
EACH OBJECTION.

TAP SALES COLLEAGUES’
KNOWLEDGE ABOUT
VARIOUS TYPES OF
PROSPECT RESISTANCE
AND SUCCESSFUL
METHODS FOR DEALING
WITH EACH.

Negotiating Buyer Resistance - LAARC
Listen
Acknowledge

Assess
Respond
Confirm

1. LISTEN

Active listening to the buyer is more difficult than it first seems. Buyers want to communicate what they deem important.
Anticipating and cutting them short is common.

2. ACKNOWLEDGE

At the buyer's conclusion, the salesperson must acknowledge receiving the message without directly responding to it. A
common response is: .... is important. I understand your concern. What do you need specifically? This sales behavior raises a
profile of reasonability: one who appreciates other's opinions

3. ASSESS

The seller must gain a better understanding of the issue raised by asking the buyer assessment questions -- what the issue is
and why it was raised. The advantage of opening a dialogue is to defuse possible buyer anger or frustration. The assessment
stage is completed when the salesperson can fully empathize with the buyer's objection.

4. RESPOND

The sales person responds to the buyer once there is a sound understanding of the issue and why resistance was triggered.
All the above response tactics are useful. The reply should be carefully constructed.

5. CONFIRM

After the response, the sales person needs to ask confirmatory questions to validate comprehension of the message and to
assure the buyer that all concerns have been adequately met.

The result of a LAARC dialogue should be a commitment from the buyer, either an appointment, an agreement for a next meeting, a demo or an actual sale.

LAARC is an Effective Process to Overcome
Buyer Resistance

Exhibit

C
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Other Methods for
Handling Buyer Resistance
• Question – Ask the buyer assessment questions to gain
a better understanding of the what they are objecting
to.
• Third Party Reinforcement – Use the opinion or data
from a third party source to help overcome the
objection and
reinforce the salesperson’s points.
• Feel-Felt-Found – Salesperson relates that
others actually found their initial opinions to be
unfounded.

• Coming-to-That – The salesperson tells the
buyer that he or she will be covering the
objection later in his or her presentation.

A few last words on
handling objections…
1.

Don’t be defensive about objections.

2.

Make sure you understand the objection.

3.

Don’t disparage the prospect’s objection.

4.

Never argue with a prospect. You don’t win sales
by winning arguments.

5.

Try to lead the prospect to answer his or her own
objection.

6.

Don’t over answer or belabor the point because
you risk insulting the prospect’s intelligence.

7.

Don’t be drawn into pointless squabbles.

8.

Don’t try to fake an answer. Admit you don’t
know but promise that you’ll get back promptly
with the answer.

9.

Confirm your answers but don’t question them by
asking whether you’ve fully answered the
prospect’s question.

5 easy steps to handling objections

Securing Commitment & Closing

Guidelines for Earning
Commitment
• Look for Commitment Signals
• “That will get the job done”
• “I didn’t realize you delivered everyday.”
• “The price is lower than I thought
it would be.”

• Ask Trial Commitment Questions
• “What do you think about what
we’ve discussed?”
• “Do you see how this will help
your organization?”

Techniques to Earn Commitment

Direct
Commitment

Legitimate
Choice

Summary
Commitment

Balance
Sheet

Success
Story

Techniques to Earn Commitment

Techniques to Avoid

Exhibit

C
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What I learned from 100 days of
rejection

